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● Unconscious or Implicit Bias are  attitudes or stereotypes 

that arise from pre-formed mental associations, which 
influence our understanding, actions, and decisions in an 
unconscious manner

● Unconscious Biases are universal and have adverse 
consequences on the workplace, healthcare and the 
learning environment 

● Unconscious bias has been shown to be malleable and 
correctable with training.

● Historical Interventions used Implicit Association Tests 
which may induce defensiveness triggering denial of bias 
and existence of health disparities or re-traumatization

● The objective was to determine 1) if a brief educational  
workshop can increase knowledge and perceptions 
regarding unconscious bias 2) show that inaccurate first 
impressions can be elicited without the IATs

● From April 2019-June 2020, a 90-minute educational 
workshop was attended by students, residents, and 
faculty. . Participant were shown images of 5 
individuals and recorded first impressions regarding 
trustworthiness and presumed profession to unmask 
implicit bias.

● Interactive presentation with videoclips; strategies to 
counter implicit bias; and reflective group discussions.

● The evaluation included pre- and post-intervention 
surveys
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● Biases can be detected without relying on the use of a formal 
IAT and its limitations.

● A brief interactive workshop without using IAT can be used to 
increase knowledge and perceptions of unconscious bias.

● This current study adds to the literature by reporting  an 
educational workshop focused on all  GME that detected biases 
in real time without a formal IAT. 

● This intervention can be utilized for residents, other learners, 
faculty, and coordinators in the medical education continuum. 
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• Intersectionality: oppressed identities create overlapping 
discrimination.

• Lesbian black woman in African garb (4 oppressed 
identities) not identified as a lawyer; 

• Young black female astronaut (3 oppressed identities) was 
identified as an actress; 

• White male (2 privileged identities) serial killer was trusted 
by 50% and identified as a professor;   

• Tattooed and shabbily dressed white male (two privileged 
and two oppressed identities) was not recognized as a 
doctor

There were significant increases from pre- to post-
intervention assessments for the total perception scores 
and total knowledge scores, p<0.001. 
All 9 perception questions including   4 of the 11 
knowledge questions increased significantly after the 
intervention 
The first Impression activity revealed inaccurate first 
impression stereotypical assumptions based on 
ethnicity; outward appearances, couture, and media 
influences.


